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1;1. Origin

1.2. The
responsibilities

of the SLO

1. NATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT AND-THEPROJECT
"MAATSCHAPPIJLEER".

The Most junior member of the DUtch
educational institu-*tet is the SLO in Enschede; an organization established

HoWeVer; the origin of the SLO can be traced badk to thenineteen sixties when developments in the various sub--jectt traditionally taught.in Schools and in other fields;euch as psychology_and educational science; necessitateda complete re-thinking of
existing_curricula. Increasingattention was drawn towards the relationship betWeen thediffering schooltypeS_and the do-Ordination of teachingprograMMes at the Various educational leVelsnal cUrriculum planning).

The emphasis placed on the
curricUlUM0 shifted,frOM beinga mere desCription

of the subject Matter; towards anindication of the correlation between the curriculum andthe larger framework:_the
correlation-between curriculum;in relation to general and specific Objectives; selectionof subject matter; didactic
procedureS. and all aspects ofschool organization.

In the sixties
various activities in the field of cUrri-: °culum development were started by-

numerous organizations;committees and work-groUps. A clear overall plan for allthese activities did not exist. There was no organization.available'to_co-ordinate and integrate them into a cOn-crete form. Consequently many unconnected paralleldeveldpments were in existence.
This situation causedgreat confusion amongst schdol teachers.

After ample discusSibh, involving all kinds of edUcatio-nal organizations and the Ministry, and following severallengthy parliameAtary
debates; the National Institute forCurriculUM Development (SLO) waslOrn in January 1975.

The SLO was put in charge of the following
main tasks;:- to devise models

for curricula and teaching-learning-packs thrall
organizations intEit:U--tions belOW

university-3vd2;to endow research projects for curriculum research anddevelopment by; for instance; university institutes,aimed at specific subject matters;- to give advice
and co- ordinate in the field of curti--=culum development.

"To belp schools by providing theM with e;:ampleS ofcurricula" - this -could well be the motto
illUStratingthepritary aims and responsibility of the SLO: thedevelopment of modelt for curricula.



1.3. Three pr;inciples

1.4. Methods

1;5; U e model

When the objectives of the SLO were being formulated., a

gteat deal of attention was paid to the constitutional
free-0dt regarding education in the Netherlands. Each and
every school retains the right to apply its own ideas as
to how the teaching - learning processes snould.be'shaped.
As'a guarantee to this freedom of education, the SLO
applied two diredt principle's to its work:
- the SLO only develops by application;
- the SLO develops models (examples).
As a further safeguard, and to guarantee the value -and
usefulness of SLO publications, a third principle is
adhered to:
- development work is Only carried out in close co-ope-

,

ration with the schools;

The mettiods employed by the SLO can best be described as
followdri close co-operation with a limited number of
Schools in a development project with the aim _to produce
publications which can be useful as examples fora great
number Of schools; There are a few elements in this
approach, which require further explanation.
Close co-operation with schools is an absolute stipulation
for good curricUlum deVelopment. The reasons are'obvious.
Whenever an institute wrshes to develop something which
can be employed-in practical education, thenit will have
to be in corittant contact with those who will Implement
the programme.

The SLO model-publications must be of use to the teacher.
They have to be completely clear -and accessible. Not
only that, but they have-to reach_out to a specific
cadre, or framework, and, -in particular, give examples
as to how such a framework can best be completed by the
school in question. This has to be completed with a
complete background information packet, a description of
the procedUres to be followed and a picture of the expe-
riences of_other schOols. It is only then that a model
,:an_iactually serve as an example and stimulate schools
to help thetselVeS with their own utriculum development.

The SLO itself is an independent organization. The Mi7
nister of Education can present project requests to the
SLO. It must be said, that he is making increasing use
of this privilege. In'tost cases these_requesta are
accompanied by additional funds, especially earmarked
for the execution of-the project in question. -A recent
example is a projecton development education.
One of the tasks-of the SLO is to co- ordinate curriculum

.

development work. This co- ordination task sofar has
resulted in,;intensive contacts with 1) other organizations
in the support system;_2) colleges for teacher education;
3) research-centers; 4)_ universities; 5) Organizationd
specialized in work with media (AV,-radio, tv); 6) or-
ganizations like CEVNO (Centre for International Educa7
tion), Amnesty International, Consumerassociation,_
educational publishers, development and co-operation
organizations, social, political and religious institu-
tions and so on.

.2



1.6. The SLO models The SLetakeS a central positiOn_in the area of;curricu-lum development in the NetherlandS.
This position implitcitlyruns the risk of developing SLO- curricula of aprescriptive nature. Avoiding this and allowing indiVi7diflai schools to give shape and content to their indivi-dual curriculaLe,right laid down in the ConstitutioniSLO provides mOdelS for curricula. Models containingexamples for teachers; civil servants, ministSrs etc.)of how curricula can be Made or detetmined. Schools arefreein determining whether and how they will Use themOdels developed by SLO. The model concept has a central-position in the SLO- statutes. Threekinds of models atthree levelsarelbeing diStinguished:

3.
.

models at national levelovmon core curriCtilUm;2. models at schoollevelt school. curriculum;3. models at alassroomlevel: teaching-learning packs.

1. Models for common core curvicula

At first sight publications in this area do hardly re-late to the individual school and yet they are of majorimportance .

PUNications here can have two functions:
a. they can advise the minister in taking policy deci-_sions concerning the organ izaF of- education in aparticular type of school, subjectarea or subject;b. they can serve -as source of inspiration for schoolsin their schoolcurricuZum development.The contents of modelpublications at this level is ofa geheral nature. The publications Only provide a ,glo-baZ survey of principles, aims and Subjectmatter for acertain type of school or subjectarea.

2. Models for schoolcurricula.

ModeZpUbtications of this type have a more immediaterelevance for the teacher.
School-curricula containagreements as to how in_a_Particular

school work isbeing organized. They will be developed by the school-team as a Whble;
SLO develops models

far_complete-sohoeilcurrula and forparts:-modeTi-for parts ofa schoolcurricuZum.-In this instance, for the sake of convenience, the term,subjectcurricuZum is being applied. A .model for a sub-jectcurricuZum can serve as an example for determiningthe curriculum for a separa,:e subject.
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1.7. The curriculum
development project
'!maatschappijleer"
for Zbo/mavo

1.8. A close-to-school
strategy

C.

3. Models for 'teaching-learning packd.

Modelpublications in this area are most tangible 'for
teachers. Th'ey are meant for the day-to-day practice in
the classroom and contain examples of lessons and concre-
e materials for both pupils and teachers. Such models

a-,e being, developed in schoolprgctice.
of.teaching-learning packs are experimental,

4311 ill-ccale and non-commercial. SLO cannot act as an
educational publisher. Modelpublications at this level
,irc meant to chow teachers in,what way certain parts

the ;school- or subjectcurriculum can be translated
into concrete lessons.

The SLO-models are examples for schoolteams, policy-makers'
and individual teachers. In using them they can indivi-
dualize the shape and content of their teaching. The ways
followed will usually diverge.dEach school is unique by
a multiplicity of factors, differing froM one school to
another. Ideological or religious background, composition
of_the team, background of the pupils and the pedagoclical
climate are only a_few'of such factors, which determine
the unique image of a school and per consequence its
school- oro subjectcurriculum.

6

Within the Humanities department .of SLO exists ttie
projectgroup "maatschappijleer ". This_group is engaged- in
in the curriculum development. since 1980_for this subject
ih schools for "lbo" (lower vocational education) and
"mavo" (general secondary education) (12-16 year).
The application for this project had been submitted by
the Dutch Association of Teachers in Maatschappijleer.
In August 1980 the SLO Board decided to carry out this
national ,project.'''
In general terms the aims of the project can be defined
as:
1; an advice for a common core curriculum maatschappij-

leer for_lbo/mavo;
2. examples of a subjectcurriculum maatschappijleer for

lbo/mavo;
3. experimental teaching-learning packs as examples for
7-working_out_parts-of-.-the-subjectcurriouTUm into
lessonplans.

The Association of Teachers in Maatschappijleer in its
application E'iressed the principle of close cooperation
with teachers maatschappijleer in the execution of the
national project. This desire' coincided with SLO-princi-
ples.
In concerted action. between teachers andprojfctgroup a
development strategy was_ determined, within which
teachers were to play a decisive role._The projectstra-
tegy_has three phases and with every phase a greater
circle of teachers is being involved.
1. The development-phase with development_ circle.
2. The resonancephase with resonance circle.
3. The follow-up phse with follow-up circle.
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These phases startone after the other.withintervals of

two and one year At the beginning of the --velopment-

phase the emphasis is with developMentWorkat classroom

level with socalled development teacherS. These teachers

(Dgether with projectgroup form the developme,lt circle

The development circle produces the first project products

in.the form of "first drafts". These "first drafts" are

handed ontotheresonance-cir4e, which after two years

is being formed around the develOpMent circle.

The development teachers remain part of the resonance

circle and the_"firstdrafts"_are being tested for use-

fulnesand adjusted till "draft models ". These "draft

models" will be tested by _the ftillOW7up:circle for their

transferability and model '(= example) character.

In diagram:_
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1; 9; 1')3oject-products Through'develapthent-, resonance- and follota-up circle
the results of the cUrriculum developmentactIvities,will
be turned_intiiMOdel7 or examplepublications
In line with -the project aims three levels are to be

distinguished. nit Practical reasons we discern four
kinds of pUblicatibnS.

Core curriculum level 1. "View of..." papers
regarding maatschappi -
leeradvice for acore curricu-

lum maatschaPpijleer; .
.

4Reflections on specific
aspects ofmaatsChappij-
leek teaching

School level:

Axamples of subjectctrri-
cula maatschappijleer or
aspects of them

3.

,

Guidelipes for teachers
maatschappijleer; based
on theoretical publica-

_ above
. . -

Classroom level:

experimental teaching-
learning packs and &ital.-
ling'aspects

. Examples of concrete,
elaborate series of,
lessons on specific
themes

6

. -
Right to existence-and applicability of the products will

be tested, the outcome of the testz, will be their legiti-
mation.. Nexp=t0 teachers also policy determining and
other institutions, like thosi-: out of the educational
support systat; will get involved.
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..A VIEW OF AIMS AND CONTENT OF 11

°/-

2;1; Developments since_ With the introduction of the Secondary Education Act
1945 (1968) the subject maatschappijleetappeared on the

time-tablei Research has been-done as to how a new sub-,
ject managed to be timetabled%p secondary education.
Two different but parallel tendencies are usually
distinguished; the one affeCting the other, both being
of great influence:
a. the gigantic developments. of technology and science;

causing deep changes in society and contributing to
the growing complexity of it;

b. a4ptrong movement for renewal; as reactioh.to the
experience of World War II, having major impact on
social and political thinking. A strive for democra-
tization and humanisation of society was a result-of
this. a

Various circles in society-expressed wishes for an edu-
cation that would'be more responsive-to changes in socie-

,

Existing education was characterized as too intellectua-'
too individualistic and a farcry from reality. .

Education was in a need for more social and political
relevance in order to properly _fulfill its task ih
preparing young peoplefor-lif4 in a fast.c4inging and -

highly complicatedsociety. The need_forpoiftical edu-,
cation within_the-schooLsystem_was closely related to
this. To improve 'social and political relevance of
education would contribute to an education that would
sustain a-society worth to live in.-

In 1968 maatchappijleer appears.On the timetablepa.sa
sqparate subject for all schbols in secondary eduCation.
The Dutch school sysLem Was confronted with the compleX
problem of giving shape and content to a social subject,
'for which no definition existed and which had to occupy'
a position next to geography, history and economics.
Maatschappijleer then becomes a compulsory subject in the
last two years of secondary edUcation but without final
exams. The subject's task was in one way or other to
prepare pupils for .their social and political life.
By definition the subject would offer a socially and
politically relevant education;
Questions like principles; aims and subjectmatter have
been objects of fierce ciscussicns are diverging opinions
for years.

9
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Consensul on aims and.con- Meaxwhile a nUMberbfdevelopment; took place both' in

tent, of maatschappij Ze ~er educatiOn practice and at the level of the authorities
which brought-about -A certain consensus on nature and
function of*thesubject.

_ _ A_
ThisdOnSensus is to be found in the View of Maatschap-
pijleek,-PUbliShed in December 1901 by the SLO-project-
.gtoup itiaatg-cb4ppijieet By the end of 1983 this View had
been- legitimized by7Colleges dfEducation, Universities,
Teachera' Utiote and interested
Before getting:tb the mainj)oints of-this View We.ned
td briefly reflect on the projeCtgroup's view on man,

society and education;

. 2.2. A view on individual Futdamentei to the-determination of alma and content of.

and society maatschappijleerteaching is our idea that man'sthinking
and acting:is greatlyinfluencedjjy societyi-but yet that
he can; for an essential part, act autonomously and_have
impact on the circumstances of his life. Man can make
choices for himself. Although suchchOices areinflbehE.
ced by sodiety they are not,eAclusively.determined by -it.
This opportunity to make choAces independently can be-
both respected and stimulat&I, in spite Of the fact that
the way:man p'erceives society is greatly influended 1y
his education within that society. Still we can state
that man will perceive society throu4h individual pet-

, ceptions, experiences and interpretations.
People do notlive lri.or with abstract_StructureS,they
live in real situations. People don't_liVe_in "-OCJ.etY";

they live in.housesiwith relatiVes, friends,_ia groups,
alone, in a neighbourhood.They work with colleagues in
a storehouse or a school.In this type of. real .everyday

situations people gictand make choices.
The circumstances in-Which these choices are made are
socially and politically determined,-e.g. these circum-
stances are determined by social and _political forces;
Our society has rUlesandinstitutions of its own; The
whole of this societal fabric hathits influence onto our
small-=Scale interhumanrelations.'But yet everypercep-
tion of the social reality has again an independent,
very personal aspect.

. -

.Man is not jUst:a responsive being,determined by a
societal system and his instincts. Although social and
political determination imply certain restrictions to
our thinking and acting, this does not result in being
deprived of autonomous, free choices.
FrOM history wosjan learm thatsbcial and Political
institutions and structures can be changed in. time by .

decisions taken by men at variance with current valuesc
and standards.
Between -the extremes of social-political determination

=7' and .'reedom 9f'chdice there are possibilities for-auto-
nomous and free choices; This, is .an tmportant principle
for the organization of maatschappijleerteaching.
At the same time we prevent doom-thinkina and offer*
pupils a perspective on opportunities in their social
life;

10
11



2.3. Mak 'and function of
eduCation

4

__

2.4. ,Maatschappijleer.--g

soci4i and politicag
education ,

Social educct-wn
,

Po liticai
'

1

eduation

el*

The schoolsystem is not an institution on its own within
our society. It is inextricably tied to the economic
situationi.political circumstances end the social struc-
ture of society-
Through.education the individual gets to now and accept
existing soci=al- economic and political situations. This
happens through the family, the peergioup etcetera;
through. teaching it is deliberately. being organized by
profeSsionals. Through education there is an adaptation

. to°the current system' of social tUles.and agreeffients.
This is being planned in_the formal abiriculumand
pens accidentally through the hidden curriculum.
To be aware of these facts is quite. important for the
Organization of maatsChappijleerteaching, since the
socialisation function of education in a concentrated:
form is to be found.in this subject.
This is not all that happens with the individual in the
school. Man is not only at the mercy of social-political
forces.. Young people play an active role in the develOp-
pent of their personal identity. They make choices of
their own and_by_doing_so decide at leaSt"partially the
development of their identity. Education can act. as a
stimulus,_it can also work as a brake._In our opinion
the school ought to stimulate the development of an
individual ideritity._
Maatpchappijleerteaching can_contribute in hglping young;
people to maintain their position in society without
losing their individual identity. We try,to-avoid a
behaviour of overadaptation or total-dissension andto
encourage a behaviour of not only being a prOduat but
also a pacer of the milieu.

Following our view of individual and society and yoking
at the functions of education in school we define meat-

; schAppijleer as social and political education, aimed at
living together cOtically in a democratic and humane
way.

Social education implies that pupils develop sabh know-
-. ledge, skills and attitudes-as to enable thew occupying
&relatively independent position in social life. Here
one can think of knowjedge of and ;insight in social .

institutions and processes, of skills.ike discussion,
cooperation, empathy, listening; taking a stand and
developing attitudes like solidarity, tolerance; self-
:

r esteem, service, self-management and respect;

_Political education aims'at the democratisation-of all
sectors,of;society. Political education attempts to

j.makepupilsawar g. of their personal and collective po-
sition and to deveiop-skilli for exerting influence;
The development of-knowledge, skills and attitudes is
being stressed i.n order to have indi'viduafs acquire.
insight in their interests and those of Others aimed at
defending and promoting those. °

-



From the above it will be clear that social and political
education are closely interlinked. A=sharp distinction is
hard:to make; It depends on whether one stresses.the SO=
cial or the political aspects of society. The emphaSiS of
this type'ofeducation is on the development of a critical
attitude; enabling pupils to.know and discern social and
political problems; processes and structures. Social and
political education aims at malting the self- evidence-of
our society less self-evident. It stimulates the reflec-
tion on the fouhdations of societal questions at latge-
and:small-scaIei without offering instant solUtiOnS.
Social and political education stimulates the taking of

a personal stand-and an involved parttaking_in society;

where necessary aimed at a change if mentality.and orga-
nisational structure§.

In current maatschappijleerteaching,only_a beginning of

social and political education is to\be expebted
A first limited social-political orientation; a first
confrontation; with social7politically_determinedatti-
tudes; opinions and behaviour and a first reconnaissance
of opportunities of choice.
In this awareness we opt for the treatment oficontro-
versial problems; that evidently are of social-political
interest.
Maatschappijleerteaching is -not in first instance aiming
at transfer,of knowledge and reproduction of knowledge
(Lmitation). It -first of all aims at discerning, and
analysing social-political questions and at reflecting
on personal choices based on knowledge of processes and

phenomena (identification).
in maatschappijleer we deal with the following questions:
- What is a social- political problem?
= What_is_our relation to the problem?
Why is it a problem?

- Which are the causes of the problem?
- Which:are.its possible solutions?
- Which solution has your preference?

The above principles and reflections bring about the
following general aims' of maatschappijleerteaching fOr
lbo and mayo.

Maatschappijleerteaching stimulates pupils to taking
independent stands and/or to making choices, con-
berninq social and political' phenothena and problems
as far as they apply_to their present and.potentiak
future position in life.

.
flaatschappijleerteaching aims at providing pupils
With knowledge of and insight in social and political

/phenomena and problems as far as thiS applies to.
their present and potential future position in life.

6'
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3-.Maatschappijleerteaching stimulates pupils to inde--
pendently acquire, incorporate and apply information,
which can be of interest to their present and poten-
.tial future poiTition in life.

L

4. Maatschappijleerteaching aims at providing pupils
with knowledge of and insight in social and politi-
-

cal pheriomFtna and problems of modern society.

summary:

Maatschappijleer aims at
to have pupils acqufrea critical and creative way of,
dealing with social and political phenomena and pro-
blems based on'relevant and valid information.

14



2.5 An existence-oriented An important question now remains:

approach how to enlarge; deepen and broaden pupils' understanding

Of society and their own position within, as to get to

the viewed goal as close as possible?

A variety of approaches is possible:

1. In the time available we transfer as much knowledge

as pOSSible, which has been deduced from sciences and

tuned to the level of the pupils (sciences central).

2; To transfer knowledge and develop skills based on a

clear perception of society (society central).

3. Only khoWledge is transferred and skills:developed
thatbaVe,the interest of the pupils and Is wanted'

by them (pupil cehtral);

4. To transfer such khOWledge and develop such skills

as are of practical importance for the present and
future social-po/itical_position of the pupils:
Scientific knowledgeand methods will only be applied
if their usefulness in sOlVirig social and policital

problems is evident.
In selecting subjetttatter pupils' interest and

ability are taken in account strongly;

From the above it will be clear that to the last option

-- the existence-Oriented approach of maatschappijleer-
teaching -- preference is given. This approach combines

the adVentageS of the three others where as emphasis

is given to the present and future life of our pupils.
Through an-eXistence-oriented approach we want to_equip_,

and prepare pupils for dealing with social and political

phenomena and. problems they may encounter in their

(future) life'.
Thit implies that aims and content of our maatschappij-

leetteaching has been selected and elaborated in corres-
ptindande with their lifeand experiences. The concrete
SUbjectmatter has to be selected in perspective of the

pupils' present and future life.
.

The subjectmatter has to be presened in a for pupils

recognizable and relevant context: -in themeS.
In daily practice pupils'ought to be abletb apply what

they learn In this way we encourage their social anu
policitalinvolyement.-and their personal identity..
This is being supported by Offering a variety of ways of

learning; as' to Suit both the more practical and the more

academic pupils.
Learning through identification is being encouraged;

learning through imitation is being
MaatschappijleerteaChing Will allow and encourage pupils'
initiatives and_ where possible pay attention to current
affairs. Thus_ the critical attitude and creativity are
stimulated, Where-a§ the coherence and complexity of

social - political issues are clarified and stressed.

2;6 Themeareas as frame- The_knOWledge, to be transferred by the subject maatschap-

work for stibjececon- pijleer, it in our concept of teachingi not to be deduced

tent from_ohe or more scientific disciplines. The scientific
knowledge, founded on the subject's primary sciences
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(politicology, sociology, cultural anthropology) serves
to support and legitimize the aims we wish to achieve.
The theme -areas have not been selected at random but
after ample comparison of methods and curricula from
in- and outside the country;
The major selection-criteria are: the aims, learning and
development psychology, youthsotiology and socialisation-
theories.
Here we are concerned with a- concrete arrangement of
daily reality for the teaching-situation. The purpose
,Of these theme-areas is to achieve greater uniformity for
teaching maatschappijleer-in the Netherlands.
A theme-area is,a framework for mapping out social and
political problems and:phenomena (linked to daily life
experience) which can be recognized and viewed in their

6
interlinking relations;
They involve areas of human life, in which man in relation
to others is engaged in activities based on values_and
standards; supported by knowledge and skills in order
to salalsfy'social and political needs.

Theme-areas have the following characteristics:
- theme-areas are wide-bodied. They take concepts from

various disciplines in order to acquire_ insight_ in
social and political phenomena and problems within
this theme -area.

- social_andipolicital phenomena are approached from
diverging views of man, Society and science.

Maatschappijleer isconcerned with the following theme-
areas:
Theme-area is Education
Theme-area 2: Home., house and environment
Theme-area 3: Labour and leisure
Theme-area 4: Technology and society
Theme-area '5 State and society
Theme-area 6: International relations

-2;7;Selection of subject- It-may be clear from the above that maatschappijleer
matter and organirza- through an existence-oriented approach tries to equip

Lion pupils toa conscious and critical social - political
functioning.
We remain with the twofold problem of selection and-
organization of the subjectmatter.

2.8.A Thematic approach Based on what is said in 2.5 and 2.6 a thematic' approach

of soc7:a1 and political is put central in maatchappijleer.
problems and phenomena

A theme is for pupils a recognizable-aearning-unit;
within which social and poiitical.problems are put
forward in a coherent context relevant'and worthwhile
fOr them.

The above difinition brings us to the. following features
of a theme:

, -

- a theme links up with the life and living situation of
the pupils; it contains (a) recognizable problem(s);
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- a themelputs the problems forward in -a meaningful con-
text; so as to make the problems in concrete features
digestable and to clarify the inter-relationship of the
problems/phenomena concerned;.

- a theme puts central a cqptroversial area of problems
that in the eyes of the teacher and pupil6 is important
and relevant and which leaves room for a diversity of
problem propositions;
a theme offers the concrete framework for the acquisi-
tion of a number of social-concepts regarded as rele-
vant;

- a theme offers the opportunity for the treatment of
current affairs;
a theme provides an overview of the broad social fabric
of which the proposed problems are part and parcel.

2.9. Social and political Social and political issues are central to maatschappij-
problems leer. Here we mean issues (like the application of nu-

clear energy)-which are being viewed as problems.by_
people in theirdaily life. A social problem then is a
critical'position in and/or of society, Many individuals
and organizations are involved' with Such problems: poli-
ticians, action groups, massmedia, those immediately

0

affected, etcetera.
Socialproblems are not alwayspolitical problems at the
same time: what is viewed_by those mmmediately affected,
or what is seen by massmediaor trade-unions as a social
problem, does not necessarily appear as such in the
political process.
Opinions differ as to the solution on ground of diver-
ging values and standards. These values and standards
direct thinking and acting in.the present and future
society. Reflecting in the future has_implications for
todays actions, for instance in taking political deci-
sions; Values and standards play an important role in
judging social and political issues; so we- speak of a
normative orientation concerning these issues..
In approaching social problems emphasis is put on the
solution of the problem: acting; The framework in which
the problem is being approached is often of an instant
and practicable and seldom of a scientific:nature.
SCientific information and methods will only be applied
if in practice they can contribute to:the solution of
social and political problems. If the sciences are ap-
plied it will be in a multidisciplinary way. :

The solution of social problems is the result of a pro-
cess Of selection, which is essentially of a political
.nature and related to diverging interests and value-
orientations. Such orientations are to be faund in re-
ligious and ideological-political views, which have a
signboardfunction far acting.

1. The information (subjectmatter) "§hotildhaVe sufficient
usefulness in "maatschappijleer". In other words: the
information must provide a substantial contribution
inHachieving the forementioned aims and should fit
into the framework of content.
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2; The information (subjectmatter) should be valid; In
other words: the information must be answered for
scientifically. The social sciences have a.raIe to
Play in guarding the validity of the information.

3 The information ( subjectmatter) should be worthwhile
for the pupils The information has got to link in
with the pupils' life and experiences; It should at-
tract their interest.

The proses of developing an opinion could ideally spea-
king be as follows
An originally-unstructured opinion abbut a social issue
is turned into a series of questions.(broblem proposiT
tions). Guided by these questions- sources (among them
social-scientific ones) are consulted. Facts and opinions
need as much as possible to bedistinguiShed.

At the end of the information - process a tentative opinion
has to be assessed against generalibed opinions (value-
orientations) and tested:on logic and consistency.
Finally a personal and structured opinion can be formed:
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3.1 The subjectaurriculum
explained ,

3. THE ORGANIZATION OF A SUBJECTCURRICULUM MAATSCHAPPIJ=
LEER.

A subjectcurriculum is a part of a schoolcurriculum.
The complete picture.of a school is printed in a .school-:
curriculum; It contains a description of all teaching
aspects of a school: aims, methods, agreements on content
and organizationiinvolvement of pupils, the various sub-
jects, etc.

The schoOlcurriCuIum distinguishes:

A. The General Part; containing a description of items
that concern the school as a whole;

B. The'Specific Part; containing .the subjects and their
contents;

C. The Practice Part; containing a description of actual
teaching per subject, per class/group.

A subjectcurriculum maatschappijleer is an elaboration
of the Specific and Practice Part of a schoolcurriculum.
We now try to explain the howand_what of the- subject -
curriculum maatschappijleer globally in some diagramp.

A subjectcurriculum maatschappijleer answers to the
wing questions:

1.' Why and what for-is maat-
schappijleer being learnt
and taught?

'The principles and general
aims of the subject maat-
schappijleer. ,

2. What is being learnt-and
taught?

.

The subjectmatter relevant
to.the subject;

3; What methods?

. . _JIning

The didactical principles
determine the way of lear-

and teaching;

4.

o

How are the teaching/
learning results being
judged?

Various kinds of tests and
other means of judgment
that are used during and
after the teaching. ..&
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These parts have to;be described as practical and clear
as possible, in order to have an effibient survey. for
the planning of a subject for a numberof years;
Hereafter a global description will follow of the way
inwhich.a subjectcurriculum can be elaborated. Here
we.are neither concerned with a description of methods
nor of content of the subjectcurriculum. For examples
of concrete and detailed descriPtions of a sUbjectcurri-
culum we refer to other publications (see bibliograPhy).

3.2. Why and what for is In ,-answering this question we refer to principles and
maatschappigeer being general aims of the subject.
learnt and taught? We distinguish:-

1. the principles
2. the central questions
3. the process -and product-aims.

principles In this part of the subjectcurriculum we consider the
choices fundamental to the curriculum; Chapter two of
this paper provides an example; That-chapter can work
as a source of inspiration for the completion of this
part of the subjectcurriculum;

. .

the central questions Maatschappijleer is emphasising the development of a
personal identity.
We want to stimulate pupils.informulating their perso-
nal answers to social-political problems.
Taking a personal stand is being valuedi.alsb if the one
deviates from the-norm! -

Aims cannot simply be termed in pupil-behaviour.' This may
be possible for aims in a specific job-training but will
be much more difficult for the training of a "future" --
Citizen. Unless one would have a closed and one-sided
concept.of society. A concept which would-allow room for
a specific type of people.
Yet we want to specify -our general aims. In doing so we
have opted for a formulgtion in_ questions_for pupils.-

Questions that can answered by the pupils themselves.
WO deliberately want to remain open for deviations from
the self-evident. Recognizing and respecting the oppor-
tunities for change...
To each part of a_ subjectcurriculum a central question can
be formulated, which can than be expressed in sub - questions
per lessons and series of lessons.
The central questions together make up the general aims. ;

of the subjectcurriculum and provide its outline.
o

Example of interrelated central questions as general aims
for one academic year of maatschappijleer:

BlOCk Central questions

What are-social and political problems?

B. How do te deal with so star and politAal
blems?).
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C-- Where are our inrormation sources; to what
should we pay attention?

D How can we arrive at an opinion of our own?

Example of an elaboration pf question C in sub-questions:

Where do we find our sources of information; to what
should we pay attention?

Cl What information-'sources do we know?
C2 What is communication?
C3 What deformation-in communication can occur?
C4 WhatISthe difference between one-sided and

sided information?
more-

Pi,ocess- and product-aims Although we provided a global indication of the general
aims of the subjectcurriculum maatschappijleeri classi
fication on some points is needed.
It is reasonably easy to indicate what attitudes and
skills we want pupils to develop in the longterm, with-
out interfering with the principle of making independent
choices. Here we mean the socalled process-aims; like:

- pupils can independently,and in co-operation With others
work on assignmentS;

- pupils can hold an opinion-fOrming conversatio and
show_ability in'logic reasoning;
pupils can independently search for information in, a
library;

- etc.

Those Process-aims; although based on the principles of
maatschappijleer-teaching; have a validity beyond the
subject.
They apply to the functioning of human beings in varying
situations. The contribution to those aims by maatschap-
pijleer-teaching can differ:per pupi] in intensity and
level. .

Next to the process7aims we can :discern the socalled
product dims. For the sake of convenience they have been
left out the first Part of the subjectcurriculuM. Product-
aims are_defined In the Practice Part of the curriculum.;
They indicate what minimal knowledge and skills pupils
ought to have in order to answer the central questions.
These_product-aims are being deduced from the central
questions and subquestions and it has to be proved that
all pupils have achieved them.
In other words: they can be tested and have both knowledge
andd kill aspects.

Example:
- pupils can i ame at least stx types of employees in-
volved in making a newspaper;

7 pupils can distinguish from a"list of functionS in the
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a newspaperbusiness the staff and technical functions;
- pupils can give examples of the way.in which a
message can be deformed before it is printed.

In the Specific Part of the sUbjectcurriculum the;content
of these product-aims are provided globally in the con
cepe; and themes that are planned to.be taught.

3.3. What_is being taught Here we get.to the description of the subjectmatter.
and learnt in maat- Within this context we can only summarize the basic con-
schappijleer? cepts

.

and the themes.

Basic concept

2. Survey of themes

basic concept as foundation Selecting subjectmatter- through theprinciple CI basic
of the subjectmatter concepts needs a clarification and closer look at this

aspect of the sUhijectcurriculum. By this we hope to contri-
bute to improving the_content_bf maatschappijleer. In
founding the content of-the subject on (basic)concepts we
realize one of the conditions through which the subject
can contribute to a stimulation of real intellectual
growth with pupils.
Being able 63- deal_ with systems of ideas of growing com-
plexity, at xpt a_higher level of abstraction is a.charac-
.teristic of intellectbal growth.

In order to improve the subject's content and to further
real conceptformation,,we need to know for the subject-
curriculum in general and fOr every lessonplan in par-
ticular, which concepts, individually and interlinked,
we want to transfer;

Specific facts age and change quickly; BOth Ausubel and
Bruner have indicated that concepts of a general nature
are more valuable in the selection and determination of
subjectmatter than facts; One should be concerned-with
clarifying these concepts in order to provide subject-
matter with a sound basis; We need to be careful here;
since there is a danger of having pupils learn by heart
definitions of such concepts;
If, for instancei'pupilS only get to:know the meaning
of concepts like bias and manipulation. through a defi-
nition and brief explanation by a teacher, without a
deeper familiarization with the concrete features, ne-
glecting the emotional colouring of he concepts, than
verbalism is being encouraged'.
One7sided_intdllectualistically oriented' teaching will.
lead to_Phraseology-in discussions or to aversion from
the social and political surroundings. To prevent this
from happening abstract concepts have to be brought to
lifa through concrete features. Both subjectmatter and
methods play a major and determining role here.
At this. point our assumption is based_on our growing
knowledge ofthe course of cognitive_(teaching and lear-"
ning) processes. It is important to let.the subject-

.
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matter be "in tune" with the way our ptipal. s learn and
think..In order_todo so; we need to have a clear picture
of the structure of concepts of the information to be
transferred. This structure can be provided (for certain
subjects) by a scientifiC" dis6ipline which is hierateni=
cally ordered from concrete features to very abStiadt_
ideas. Such structures of concepts are in a way pyraiiii
dally-shaped.

Vor maatschappijleer however this in not the case In
the first place since the scientific suppott does not
come from one discipline; but from alnumber; like:
sociology cultural anthropolocIy; politicology; law;
philisophy; history and social psychology;
Secondly because of the existence-oriented character of
the subject. Still it is p9ssible to select -basis cot-_

cepts in an existence-oriented way; those concepts and
their subconcepts; related to the theme-areas; make,up
the batis for the subjectmatter selection;/

How is maatschdppi-3ieer In-anSWering this_question we are concerned with the
being taught and learnt?_deadription the didactical climate or the didactical

context in which maatschappijleer-teaching will take
place. A number of basic rules can be formulated here;

The didactical principles;

Those determine whether the teaching will be frontal;
written exams are taken, or Whether the teaching will be
completely individualised by means of an ingenious as-
signmentsystem.

Didacticalprinciples determine the selection of methods
and means; (materials, resources).
The maatschappijleerproject has opted principally for a
certain way of teaching and learning. This choice how-
ever leaves ample_ room for-manoevering by individual
teachers. The choice implies the application of a series
of clearly defined ptinciples.1

It is assumed that no person hat a process of learning
identical to another person.
A clOs of pupils has an equal number of ways of fearning.
Our teaching needs;to beawarecf this fact and taking it
in account can improve the quality of the teaching. A_
difficult task but feasible. To allow fdt a variety -of
learning-ways presupposes a classroom situation with a
good dealof variety as well.
Di'Versity in methods is important as ES the creation of
a climate that is inviting pupils to participate; tO-
question; etcetera..
In determining our didactical context we base ourselves
on a number_ of didactic principles
ThOse_pkinciples have been derived from'the knowledge
gained by sciences like psychology and biology; for in-
stance about_the functioning of the human brain; the
course of thinking7 and learning processes; the inter-

,active influence of human beings; etcetera.
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Didactical principles

Application of those principles in shaping'the lessons
can improve considerably_ the quality of our teaching.
They stimulate -the learning of-the kids entrusted to us
and they -make learning_enjbyable.
These didactical principles determine thecourse, shape
and organization of the teaching-learning process and
indi-Latein what waythelearning of children can be
activated, maintained and directed.

The learning of children can be encouraged through:

1. Building the subStance of the lesson(s) around a
structure of coricepts.Based on very concrete examples
the transfer and formation of those (inter-related)
concepts will;b0 achieved; step by'step; This implies
that the teacher needs to have a clear picture of
those concepts, since they do determine the selection
of subjectmatter, the discussion in class; selection
of films; slides, articles; etcetera;

2; Structuring and organizing the subjectmatter propdtly.
The teacher uses the concepts as a guide In selecting;
structuring and organizing the subjectmatter. The sub-
jectmatter should contain a good number of examples,
that are familiar to the pupils' life and experience.
In this way complicated concepts can be made intelligi
ble:for kids; By structuring the'subjectMatter one

T precludes jumping from one -sUbject to another during
the lesson; It also prevents too hasty and too big
strides to too higha level of abstractiOn.

3. Pupils' expectations should be-in tune with the sub-
stance of the lesson(s). People behave very different-
ly vis -a -vis information. They are in no way neutral
or passive in confronting incoming information, on__
the contrary; they pay attention to-some aspects while
they leave out others.
The way in which information is viewed depends_h0avily
on the circuMstapces in whiCh it is being received by
or offered to the individual. These circumstances can
be controlled to a certain extent. In other words: the
attention of the individual can deliberately be turned
towards the most important aspects of the information
offered. One uses here what. is called "set ". The indi-
vidual is being "set"to the information one wishes
to transfer. The implication here is that the teacher
ought to clarify what each lesson:is about in advance.
This will enhance the effect of learning. This can be
done by presenting the objective of each lesson to
the class, forMulated in a question for the pupils
The keeping of a logbook may also further the tuning
in (setting) of the pupils. Or!ecan pick up the thread
dropped last time and clarify the connedtion with the

_preVious lesson (the previous pupils' question).

The above principles apply to every lesson; Out of the
following a selection can be made'depending on situation
and need;
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4. Pupils will be given the opportunity to learn (acquire)
completely new concepts from concrete to abstract. There
we recognize three phases:

- we deal with concrete features of the concept, for
instance we know how to dive a care. how to jump;
we know- things through action;
wediscover a similarity,i.n a number of concrete ex-
periences (actions), we can describe this similarity
'through concrete example(images), this is knowing
through imagery;
then we are able to abstract similarities in our ex-
periences into an idea, a concept; We can name this:
idea; We are symbolizing: For instance: we have
classified a number of our experieVces, based on
intrinsic essential) similarities and we call it
indoctrination. We are in a position to distinguish
this concept from other forms of influence.

In acquiring-completely new concepts_the:learning7
process in a class can be organized in these three
phases.

. Pupils_arebeingstimulatedto be self-active. To make
Inquiries, do researchi- solve problems on their own,
ato carry out assignffients, all this will enhance the .

involvement of the pupils, because they are given the
opportunity to have many experiences.

6. Audioviswal.material will be used in an informative
way as much as possible. Films, slides, video-produd-4.
tions can be used,:accombanied by directed assignments,
in such a way that pupils can trace the information
themselves; Too often audiovisual Material is used in
an illustrating way; Pupils-are.consutmers only and
explanations are given before or after by the teacher.

7. We encourage pupils to guess for information. Instant'
solutions will not be given pupils will have to think
them up first.

8. Pupils will be stimulated to ask relevant questions
themaelves and search for the answers on theiown.

9. We will have pupils compare diverging information on
one and the same subject. This already happens when
pupils start to compare in a discussion the various
answers given to a question that the teacher has put
forward.,

10. We will clarify the subjectmatter by _means of'contrast.-

11. Pupils will be giyen the opportunity to use their Ian-
tasy and their. feelings. In_daing so we_recognize and
stimulate, -:the personal emotional colouring of the
concept to be acquired.

12 :We encourage pupils -to make use of their intuition.
In doing so we avoida.onesided analyticalapproach
and give preference to inventiveness. Solutions found
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through intuition htive to be analysed afterwards-

13. pupils will b e stimulated in finding a soluton to
d problem to think both.divergently,z.and:convergently;
They-Will not lookfor one singie'solution first
.converging); but several solutions,are sought
(divergin4), In this way we encourage creative'thin-

.._king.

14 We will have pulpits formulate hypotheses and test
them. This can only' be do3ssrwith Older tiopil

, .

15: The subjectmatter out of previous.les'Sons will be.
,remeated regularly in variation and through summaries.
The growth of_dOnceptaiS_SUppOrted in this WA
Keeping ajogbook'ofthe lessons (by _each pupi ) is a
good application of 'this principle.

Finally: the application of the above principleS does not
exclude frontal teaching, A responsible and balanced
application though will bring about a functional and
effective teaching-learnigg situation;

ficw do z judge the Here we have to describe the kinds of toolS and evaluatiOn
results of mdatschap- instruments that are to be used during or after the ac- .

Tigeerteaching? tual teaching.

c!

Evaluation and testing.

Evaluation and testing are directed by /aims (formulated
in questions); the process -aims and product-aims.
We are not interested in a mere reproduction of the sub-
jectmatter. What has tube judged somehow is whether and
to what extent real-intellectual growth-has occured.
In other words: the productive application of what has
been learnt;
As we haVe seen questions -are determining the direction
of the teaching -1 earning process; The subjectmatter con-
tains part of the answers: Another part has to be formu-
lated by'the-pupil himself.. In this way individual answers
are coming forward.
One speaks of intellectual growth when acquired concepts
in'their interrelationship can be applied to new problems..
This can only be judged in the long run.

4
The results of a series of lessons can be expressed:in,
Various_ways:
- goupdiscussons;
- lectures;
exhibitions or-'part of it;

4'
an article; .

- apaneldiscussion;
- a written test;
- &wallpaper;
etcetera.
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In cooperation with the pupilS one can decide on criteria
for evaluation; We prefer a diagnostic evaluation.
What does a pupil need to further develop his/her lear-
ning? Were are the gaps; what can be done about them?
Consequently the results will be used in the planning of
the Jessons to follow.'

This chapter is finished with d diagram of the stl:ucture .

of a subjectcurriculum maatschappijleeri showing the
position of the parts we-described before.

1

4,
A. General Part Schoolcurriculum.

IB. Specific Part SChoolcurriculum.

other -
subjects

other
subjects

subjectcurri-
culum maatschap-
_pijIffer

principles
aims
cqrkt'rai ques,
tions
basic concepts
themes; etc.

then
ubjects

C; Practice Part SchooIcurriculum._

other -

subjects
other
subjects

survey of
semesterplans

other
subjects

elaboration of
aims and content
per semester

elaboration per
series of
lessons

F

other
subjects
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This diagram can be elaborated in the following way.

A. General part Schdblcurriculum.

Z. Introduction.
1. Organisational information 'of the school;
2. Principles and aims of the school;

B. Specific Part Schoolcurriculhm.

In which aims and principles have been elaborated in
a recognizable way for the various subjects, like
maatschappijleer.

The gubjectcurriculum maatschappijleer.

1. Formal description of maatschappijleer.
Number of classes/groups* periods, teachers and
qualifications, available media, budget, etcetera.

,

'2; Description of the subjectarea maatschappijleer.

2;1; Principles:

2;2; Central questions.

2.3. Proces-alms. .PrOduct-aiMs.

_2.4. Basic concepts.

2.5. Survey of themes related to theme-areas.

2.6. Didactical principles.

2.7. Evaluation and testing.
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SUMMARY;

In 1968_"maatschappijleer" became_ a compulsory subject
in Dutch (secondary) education. The-emergence of the_
subject can be seen as the respons/e to the oall for a .

more social and political relevant education and partly
as the outcome of the development of social sciences;
Afterdiscudsions-and opinion - forming for many'years
a good deal of'consensus has been 'achieved by most inte7
,restO parties on 'aims and content of the subject;
This consensus is formulated and publislipd by SLO in the
1981 paper "View of Maatschappijleer".
This paper is based on & conception concerning the indi-
vidual, society and eduCation which emphatically allows
for individual choices in spite of a great deal of social-
'political determination of human behaviour;
Maatschappijleer in this view is to be seen as social
and political education in which the development of
knowledge and skills is subordinate;to the development
of attitudes;
The aim of an existence-oriented approach is: to deal
with social and political phenOmena and problems in a
critical -and creative manner based-on valid and relevant
information; Tle framework of the subject-content for
thethatic education is formed by six theme-areas: Educa-
tion; House, home and environment; Work and Leisure;
Technology and Society; State and Society; International
relations.
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